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Match

Application:
Hanging Lamps.

Inner diffuser:
Polycarbonate.

Materials: 
Head: Aluminum.
Rods: Steel.
Canopy: Steel.

Installation type:
Recessed.

Unique and unrepeatable, Match is much more than a light fixture. 
This innovative product stands as a new lighting concept based on  
co-creation. Using the product configuration software CREA, Match 
allows you to create structures arranged chaotically, automatically 
planned on-line and adapted to fit into the room and the space 
available. The result are infinite artistic configurations based on  
thin rods of aluminum and LED light terminals, forming a light sculpture 
that illuminates central themes of space and interior decoration.

Special order options available
- Configuration layout at vibia.com
- Dimming: Casambi.
Min. quantity, upcharge and extra leadtime apply.

Electrical characteristics: 

LED 2700 K. CRI >90. 199 lm. 95 lm/W. 
Driver included. Constant Current 700 mA. 110-240V. 50/60Hz.
Dimming: DALI, 1-10V, Push.

Installation and assembly:
Please, see the installation manual.

www.vibia.com    Professional areal  
and together with the product you’ll receive a personalized installation  
guide with all the details of your composition and guidance for its 
correct and easy installation.

Finish:

03 White (RAL 9010)

18 Graphite (RAL 7016)

Built-in installation:
-Electrical connection finials: the minimum height is
 10 cm and the dimension of the cut-out is 10,5 cm.
-Nodes:the minimum height is 12 cm and the
 dimension of the cut-out is 4,5 cm
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Light distribution:
General lighting - opaque shade: Lamp for general  
lighting with an opaque shade and distributing light  
upwards and/or downwards mainly.

Highlight: Lamp used to highlight a specific element.

Certificates: Node Canopy

Ø 4,5 cm Ø 10,5 cmBi-voltEAC IP20LED
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